Phasefocus Virtual Lens®
Reconstruction Engine

Instant Ptychography:
Generate Phasefocus Virtual Lens®
reconstructions from your
diffraction data.

The Phasefocus πbox is a self-contained ptychography reconstruction
system that provides a simple way to take advantage of the unique
power of phase retrieval from diffraction patterns. Simply send the
πbox experimental diffraction patterns and a full reconstruction will
be returned.
Optimised GPU-based algorithms produce quantitative and repeatable
reconstructed outputs in seconds meaning you can concentrate on
the science, not the reconstruction process.
A range of algorithm options are available for experimental data
refinement, including illumination position correction, partial
coherence compensation and even 3D multi-slice reconstruction.

Figure 1: Electron ptychography of latex spheres. Background conventional
TEM image with overlaid Virtual Lens phase reconstruction. Spheres appear
as flat discs in TEM image but are clearly spherical when viewed in phase.

πbox benefits
• Wavelength Independent:
The same πbox can reconstruct image data generated using infrared,
visible, ultra-violet, X-ray light and even particle beams such as
electrons.

• GPU-enhanced reconstructions:
Optimised algorithms utilising state-of-the-art GPUs provide up to a
300x speed-up over CPU-based implementations.

• Encapsulated reconstruction system:
Allows users to focus on the experiment with the πbox taking the
reconstruction complexity out of ptychography.

• Queue up pending reconstructions:
Send reconstructions to the πbox as soon as your experiment finishes,
the πbox will finish it as soon as possible. It can even callback to your
software when a reconstruction is complete.

• Multiple connections:
πbox can handle connections from multiple machines on the network
concurrently, and queue reconstructions on a first-come-first-served or
priority basis.

• Flexible reconstruction methods:
Choose predefined reconstruction methods or customise your own
with an easy-to-use programming interface.

• Definable reconstruction parameters:
Enable or disable various options in ptychography from the
Phasefocus knowledgebase such as probe updates or position
correction.

• Easy-to-use software development kits:
Multiple SDK options are available offering the user the choice of a
simplified high-level interface, or powerful low-level access to the
πbox.

Wavelength
independent:
From infrared
to electrons
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With the Phasefocus πbox, you are not limited to a specific wavelength;
reconstructions are completely wavelength agnostic so the same system
can be used to reconstruct anything from infrared to electron images.
Just a few examples are shown here.

A: Transmission mode infrared image of a
semiconductor wafer.
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B: Typical visible-light diffraction pattern.
C: Visible-light phase profile of a contact
lens - note the very high number of phase wraps.
D: HEK cells imaged using the Phasefocus VL21
instrument, reconstructed on a πbox.
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Universal network
architecture
• Universal network architecture:
The πbox communicates using the industry-standard TCP/IP protocol,
making it compatible with any standard network infrastructure.

• Direct, local, remote or cloud-based:
The standard network interface permits a choice of location for
your πbox. It can be connected directly to a microscope, on a local
or remote network, or even cloud-based with the same front-end
software.

• Complete Software Development Kit:
Get up and running quickly with a complete SDK that provides
easy-to-use functionality. Sample programs illustrate best practice and
help to speed up software development.

• Full control of outputs:
Designed to be a back-end, transparent processing platform, the πbox
returns outputs directly to the calling software. This allows you to
process and present the resulting images within your own software user
interface, presenting a seamless experience.
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Scalable solution:
From single
processor to cluster

• Scalable architecture:
πbox configurations are available to suit all throughput needs from a single
stand-alone box to a full high-performance GPU cluster rack.

• Unified software interface:
The πbox programming interface is independent of the type of πbox
configuration in use; processing power upgrades can be implemented
without additional software development.

πbox publications
The Phasefocus πbox product implements data processing aspects
of Phasefocus’s imaging methods that are known collectively as the
“Phasefocus Virtual Lens®” or “ptychography.”
These include (among other methods) Phasefocus’s PIE, ePIE, and
pcPIE methods as described in the following publications:
• J.M. Rodenburg, H.M.L. Faulkner. A phase retrieval algorithm for
shifting illumination. Appl. Physics Lttrs. 85:4795-4797, 2004.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ultramic.2004.11.006
• A.M. Maiden, J. M. Rodenburg. An improved ptychographical phase
retrieval algorithm for diffractive imaging. Ultramicroscopy
109: 1256-1262, 2009.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ultramic.2009.05.012
• A.M. Maiden, M. J. Humphry, M.C. Sarahan, B. Kraus,
J.M. Rodenburg. An annealing algorithm to correct positioning errors
in ptychography. Ultramicroscopy 120:64-72, 2012.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ultramic.2012.06.001
• M.J. Humphry, B. Kraus, A.C. Hurst, A.M. Maiden, J.M. Rodenburg.
Ptychographic electron microscopy using high-angle
dark-field scattering for sub-nanometre resolution imaging.
Nature Communications. 3:730.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/ncomms1733

1 The Phasefocus Virtual Lens® method and associated products, software
and technology are protected by software copyrights and UK and international
patents and patents pending including the following granted patents:
USA 7,792,246, 8,908,910, 8,917,393, 8,942,449, 9,029,745; Canada
2,564,597; United Kingdom 2481589, EP2227705; Australia 2005238692,
2008252706, 2009323838, 2011273132, 2010238375; Singapore 127076,
157056; Eurasia 11004; Japan 4926944, 5314676, 5575776, 5619767; China
ZL 2008 8 0100101.9, ZL 200980148909.9, ZL 2005 8 0021066.8, ZL 2009
8 0147396.X, ZL 2011 8 0032119.1; Europe 2227705, 2585853, 1740975;
S. Korea 10-1226210, 10-1265755; Switzerland 2227705; Germany 60 2008
015 084.4; Denmark 2227705; Spain ES 2386091 T3; France 2227705;
Ireland 2227705; Italy 2227705; Netherlands 2227705.
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